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1

Overview
ICT has been one of the best performing sectors in the Dutch economy for several years now.
Within ICT, software development is the strong driver.
There is a structural mismatch on the Dutch labour market for ICT professionals (but this is most
likely a general pattern across Europe, although there seem to be large differences between
regions). There is a clear demand for university-trained ICT architects and programmers with
specific programming skills. Some experts claim that there is an oversupply of ICT practioners who
are trained in the traditional regime of mainframes and PCs, but many of these would have
difficulties to make the transition to internet technology. In recent years there has been increasing
pressure to address issues like (re)training in a collective, industry-wide manner, rather than leave
this to the discretion of individual companies.
According to a 2013 study by Keala, around 50% of 2013 ICT spending in the Netherlands is
expected to be in telecoms and internet, while the segment that has been increasing most rapidly is
software1. According to the survey, the number of self-employed ICT professionals has sharply
increased from 5% in 1998 to 14% in 2011.2 These figures indicate the current trends regarding
demand and supply on the ICT labour market.
Many national experts predict that digital business models will become crucial: smart combinations
of social, mobile, analytics and cloud (smac) deliver big added value. This trend implies that all
managers should get acquainted with the possibilities of ICT for their company. Also, Big Data and
Data analytics will become more important, for companies in general as data analytics can be
executed to contribute to every problem solution. For ICT departments, data can be used to
optimize processes. All disciplines within ICT can profit from data analytics.
Topics that become relevant due to the developments in the ICT sector are cyber security and
storage capacity of data. Those matters require attention of the ICT sector as well. How do we
protect ourselves online and which data is valuable enough to be analysed and stored?
we protect ourselves online and which data is valuable enough to be analysed and stored?

1

KEALA/ NEDERLAND ICT (2013): ICT MARKET MONITOR 2013, http://www.ictmarktmonitor.nl/ict-marktmonitor2013/english-summary/.
2
See above.
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Indicators on innovation, competitiveness and ICT skills

Netherlands
Score
Rank
Score
EU27 Rank Change
2009/2010 2009/2010 2011/2012 2011/2012 (Rank) Comment
eSkills21 study: ‘e-skills’
index 2010

4.5

2

Max.: 5.0

eSkills21 study: ‘Digital
literacy’ index 2010

3.5

7

Max.: 9.0

EuRA e-skills index

4.6

4

Max.: 5.0

ICT practitioners in % of
total employment 2012

3.89%

8

EU average:
3.43%

Digital literacy skills of the
population 2009/11:
• Individuals with high
level of computer skills

40%

2

32%

6



EU average:
28.52%

• Individuals with high
level of Internet skills

12%

4

19%

5



EU average:
13.67%

• Individuals using the
Internet (last three months)

89%

2

91%

5



EU average:
71.33%

Global Competitiveness
Index (GCI) 2010/12

5.3

5

5.41

3



Max.: 5.61 EU
median: 4.52

Networked Readiness
Index (NRI) 2010/12

5.5

4

5.19

4



Max.: 5.6. EU
median: 4.5

• Individual readiness

6.11

6

5.43

6



• Business readiness

5.63

6

5.2

4



• Government readiness

4.98

9

4.61

10



• Individual usage

6.39

1

5.73

5



• Business usage

5.74

6

4.33

6



• Government usage

4.98

9

4.84

7



• Mathematics

526

2

EU median: 493

• Science

522

3

EU median: 498

• Reading

508

2

EU median: 489

PISA scores (2009) in:
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eSk21 Digital Literacy
Policy Index
eSk21 eSkills Policy
Pisa Science
Index
Pisa Maths
EURA ICT policy index
Pisa Reading

NRI

Internet use

NRI Individual readiness

Internet skills

NRI Business readiness
NRI Government
readiness

Computer skills
ICT professionals

NRI Individual usage
GCI
NRI Business usage
NRI Government usage
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E-skills demand and supply forecasts 2012 – 2015 - 2020
Netherlands
NL

Rank EU27

EU27

328,000

7

7,403,000

ICT practitioner workforce 2012 as percent of total workforce

3.9%

8

3.4%

Assumed excess demand 2012

9,800

8

274,000

Forecast excess demand 2015

23,000

6

509,000

Forecast excess demand 2020

34,000

6

913,000

Forecast ICT practitioner jobs 2015

337,000

7

7,503,000

Forecast ICT practitioner jobs 2020

374,000

7

7,950,000

Workers 2012 - Management, business architecture and
analysis level

130,000

3

1,477,000

1.5%

3

0.7%

151,000

6

3,393,000

1.8%

8

1.6%

47,000

12

2,532,000

... as percent of total workforce

0.6%

25

1.2%

Growth core ICT workforce 2001-2010

0.4%

25

3.0%

Growth core ICT workforce 2008-2010

-0.4%

21

2.6%

Growth core ICT workforce 2011-2012

4.4%

17

3.9%

Growth broad ICT workforce 2011-2012

-0.8%

20

1.8%

ISCED 5A/B first degree graduates in Computer Science, 2011

3,651

6

113,000

... graduates per 1000 population aged 20-24

3.5

14

3.6

... graduates 2011 as percent of 2006 (= peak EU)

78%

19

88%

Vocational training graduates in Computer Science, 2011

5,987

4

67,000

ICT practitioner workforce 2012

... as percent of total workforce
Workers 2012 - ICT practitioners, professional level
... as percent of total workforce
Workers 2012 - ICT practitioners, technician and associate
level

Sources and notes: see annex.
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ICT workforce: Demand and Jobs in Netherlands
2012-2020

e-Skills shortage: Potential vacancies in Netherlands
2012-2020

(Main Forecast Scenario)

(Main Forecast Scenario)
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Potential vacancies as percent of ICT workforce
Netherlands 2012-2020

Potential vacancies in Europe (EU27) by scenario
2012-2020

(Main Forecast Scenario)
14.0%

1600000
EU27 - expected vacancies as % of ICT workforce

12.0%
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NL - expected vacancies as % of ICT workforce
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ICT practitioner workforce as percent of total
workforce in EU Member States in 2012
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5A/B) per 1000 population aged 20-24, 2011
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Policy and major stakeholders initiatives
Government initiatives
The Dutch government considers ICT to be a catalyst for innovation and competitiveness. Since
2011, the Netherlands have been pursuing a policy fostering top sectors. Although ICT is not
considered an official top sector, it is of strategic importance for increasing productivity in all
economic areas. Thus, ICT research and companies have been benefitting from grant schemes set
up within the top sector policy. These incentives mostly encourage R&D investments3.
Another crucial topic, the subject of a digital divide among society has long been established as a
major topic on the Dutch political agenda. Nowadays several Dutch ministries are concerned with
the topic of digital literacy in different ways, for instance:


Ministry of Education, Culture & Science: e.g. the role of education, libraries and the
participation of citizens;



Ministry of Economic Affairs: e.g. e-skills among the working population;



Ministry of Health, Welfare & Sport: e.g. childhood, media addiction;



Ministry of Security and Justice: e.g. cybercrime.



Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations: e.g. e-skillis among ICT practitioners

In the figure below we show some examples of the different initiatives related to the four levels of
e-skills.

A+B
C
D

A+B:
C:
D:

digital literacy (basic e-skills + ICT-user skills)
e-leadership skills
ICT-practitioners and professionals

Two large government programmes have been initiated covering digital literacy and e-skills: The
Digital Literacy programme ('Mediawijzer.net') and the Digital Skills Programme (‘Digivaardigdigiveilig’) are both promoting the use of ICT and aim to raise awareness for this matter.
Expertisecentrum Mediawijzer.net

3

KEALA/ NEDERLAND ICT (2013): ICT MARKET MONITOR 2013, http://www.ictmarktmonitor.nl/ict-marktmonitor2013/english-summary/.
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On the initiative of the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture & Science an Expert Centre for Digital
Literacy has been created, involving numerous partners from both the public and the private
business sector.
The centre’s work is not focussed on a single target group, but in fact targeting all major groups of
society: children, youth, professionals, senior citizens, teachers and care takers have been
identified as the most important recipients of the initiative. Hence it aims to connect the use of ICT
with all parts of life - from child education towards professional development to lifelong learning.
The activities include among others awareness raising through media campaigning, the
establishment of a network of actors and fostering research. See next section for further
information on Mediawijzer.net.
Digivaardig & Digiveilig
The programme 'Digivaardig en Digiveilig’, the government’s second main action plan sponsored by
the Ministry of Economic Affairs, is a public private partnership with several public, private and civil
society partners, focussing on increasing the digital skills / e-skills amongst the Dutch (working)
population, on the fight against social exclusion by means of promoting digital skills (digital literacy
in the notion of this report), stimulating the trust in ICT and internet to enlarge the digital safety
and the digital awareness (being digitally aware and knowing how to take measurements to keep
safe is also a digital skill) and establishing a regular dialogue between the relevant stakeholders.
Since 2010, the initiative has been building up a national support structure for digital illiterates,
which is currently being expanded. Digivaardig Digiveilig also coordinates the scheme ‘slimmer &
veilig ondernemen in 1 minuut’ (smarter and secure entrepreneurship in one minute). This
programme, launched in 2012, aims at encouraging entrepreneurs to make greater use of online
opportunities. It includes a free online course that presents different online opportunities for
business owners, in episodes of one minute each. Partners include the Ministry of Economic Affairs
and several companies in ICT and other industries.
Since 2012, Digivaardig&Digiveilig also hosts the e-CF NL Work Group. This initiative, launched by
the Ministry of Economic Affairs, has been adapting the e-CF to the Dutch situation. Counting
universities and companies among its members, the group aims at establishing the framework as
standard in the ICT labour and education market. Unlike most Digivaardig&Digiveilig activities, it
focusses on ICT practitioners.
The chair of the programme, ex-minister Tineke Netelenbos, is also eSkills ambassador in the
Netherlands and appointed as Digital Champion to spearhead Dutch initiatives to promote digital
skills. With this programme (2009-2015) the initiative aims to reduce the number of digital
illiterates, to increase the number of digitally skilled people, and to improve "digital awareness".
For these purposes, the programme has an annual budget of € 2.2 million euro.

Stakeholder initiatives
HBO-I
A relevant stakeholder initiative in the Netherlands is carried out by the HBO-I Foundation. The
HBO-I foundation (HBO-I) is a cooperation of ICT players within Higher Professional Education in the
Netherlands (formerly known as “HBO-I platform”). HBOs ('Hoger Beroeps Onderwijs Hogescholen)
are universities of applied sciences, which play an important role in the Dutch academic education.
The Foundations’ initiatives include programmes for Information Technology, Business Information
Technology and Computer Science. HBO-I aims to strengthen the position and image of ICT in the
Netherlands, for both future students and industry.
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The foundation wants to improve the quality of ICT education and has therefore introduced the
profile of a “Bachelor of ICT”. A taskforce of specialists has been set up from representatives of
HBO-I members; this taskforce develops and maintains the profile. HBO-I members are ICT
departments of universities of applied sciences. The HBO-I Foundation offers thus a professional
concept for higher vocational education for ICT. The new profile describes the various life cycle
phases (Analyse, Advise, Design, Implement, Manage) for five ICT architectural layers. A further
refinement is the description on three levels, which fits in with developments at a European level.
Within the past years, the Bachelor of ICT has been implemented within the Dutch university of
applied sciences structure and is now firmly established as B.A. programme in the Netherlands.
Nederland ICT
Another main actor in the Netherlands in the area of e-skills is the Nederland ICT (formerly known
as ICT~Office). Nederland ICT is the trade association for more than 550 ICT, telecom, internet and
office companies in the Netherlands. Nederland ICT represents a business community with a
turnover of almost €30 billion and over 250,000 employees, making it the foremost advocate and
representative of the Dutch ICT sector.
Nederland ICT provides services to improve insight on the development on the ICT labour market
and aims to improve inflow in ICT education, improve synchronisation of ICT education and the
labour market, foster social innovation through increased employability and lifelong learning and
generally supports more ICT within education. It has carried out diverse surveys of the ICT sector,
published position papers and carried out ICT labour market analyses. One of the conclusions of
these analyses is that an insufficient number of youngsters choose ICT education and therefore
shortages will materialise in the future. In 2011 the ‘Markies Convenant’ was signed by several
stakeholders, namely Nederland ICT, CIO Platform Nederland, ECABO, HBO-I, Informatica Kamer,
Informatiekunde Platform Nederland and the Kenniskring ICT MBO Raad. These organisations
signed this ‘letter of intent’ in order to communicate their willingness to cooperate on closing the
gap between ICT education and the companies’ needs. Several initiatives have been launched, i.e.
eSkills Week, Masterclass for ICT deans of Secondary Schools, support of the research ‘CTRL ALT
DELETE’, etc.
CIO-Platform
CIO Platform Netherlands is the independent association of CIOs and ICT directors of private and
public organizations in the Netherlands. Each member (nearly 100 organizations) has a turnover of
more than € 500 million per year and / or at least 1000 employees and / or an ICT budget of more
than € 25 million.
Characteristic of this group of CIO managers is that they are all ultimately responsible for the use of
ICT in manufacturing, regulatory bodies, banking and insurance and utilities amongst others.
Organisations that do not have ICT as their core business but are dependent on ICT. CIO Platform
Netherlands therefore represents the demand side of ICT.
Information technology is crucial for both private and public organizations to perform to the best of
their ability. CIO Platform Netherlands was established to share knowledge and best practices to
the network of CIOs and their staff in the Netherlands. Recent initiatives of the CIO platform
Netherlands are the facilitation of several CIO Interest Groups (HRM, BYOD, Cloud, etc.), Company
visits and ICT Challenge Events for University students.
The international community of ICT professionals, CIONET, is very active in the Netherlands. It
counts with representatives from companies in ICT and other industries as well as from universities.
Brainport Development NV
Brainport Development is one example of companies engaged in stakeholder activities in ICT. ICT is
a development company, working with representatives from industry, knowledge institutions and
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government to strengthen the Brainport top technology region. Brainport is an important
cornerstone of the Dutch economy in which High Tech Systems & Materials, Food, Automotive,
Lifetec and Design are the focal sectors. Brainport Development encourages and develops regional
and (inter)national projects and programmes, promotes Brainport at home and abroad, and
facilitates regional industry through business advice and funding, incubation facilities, business
premises and business centres. Several Human Capital projects have been launched to increase the
attractiveness of the region for technical personnel as well as the mobility of workforce (see case 3,
“Let’s connect”).
Platform Beta Techniek
The National Platform Science & Technology has been commissioned by the Dutch government, the
education and the business sectors to ensure sufficient availability of people who have a
background in STEM education. This approach has been formulated in the ‘Deltaplan Science &
Technology’, a policy document on how to prevent shortages in the STEM sector. The aims are: (1)
to achieve a structural increase of pupils and students in scientific and technical education, and (2)
to use existing talent more effectively in businesses and research institutes. The goal is not only
making careers in science more appealing, but also to introduce educational innovations that will
inspire and challenge young people.
The National Platform Science & Technology is known for its 'chain approach'. This approach
includes programs carried out by the National Platform that focus on primary to higher education.
By already investing in the youth at an earlier age the potential reach of future science and
technology talents is broadened. The programs are implemented in close collaboration with the
labour market.
ECABO and Loket MBO-ICT
ECABO is the Centre of Expertise on Vocational Education, Training and Labour Market for the
economic/administrative, ICT and security professions. The Centre works for the entire range of
vocational training, with a focus on the levels VMBO (lower secondary vocational education), MBO
(senior secondary vocational education) and HBO (higher vocational education). ECABO has been
assigned by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science to develop the qualification
structure for VET in its field, with the objective to ensure that students are able to achieve the best
possible educational level without having to deal with unnecessary impediments in the course of
their education. Activities include development and maintenance of the national qualification
profiles for MBO education, ensuring that there are sufficient good quality work placements
available in industry, and supporting educational establishments when they are setting
examinations, for example via a test paper database.
From 1998 onwards, ECABO has been involved in a partnership for ensuring that ICT-related
vocational training optimally matches the changing demand on the labour market. This became
necessary when ICT practitioner skills became more and more an integral part of occupational
profiles outside of the ICT sector itself. The cooperation, Loket MBO-ICT, develops and maintains a
framework of qualification profiles in the ICT area. It is responsible for certifying ‘learning
companies’, i.e. companies who are allowed to offer internships to students who are enrolled in
Loket MBO-ICT courses. ECABO has recently started to develop an ICT user skills certificate in
cooperation with ECP and Digivaardig / Digiveilig. Loket MBO-ICT has an innovative approach
towards certification; vendor-based certification schemes have been integrated in the educations
system, e.g. some parts of these vendor-based certifications are part of the curriculum of students.
Integrating these parts in the curriculum and giving students the possibility to take extra courses
and take these exams (at a reduced price) is benefiting students. The work of LOKET MBO-ICT is
reviewed by an ICT sector council, which is composed by representatives from industry and
education.
Private ICT Training and Higher Education
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Further important staekholders include the ICT departments of the universities and private
education and training providers. A joint initiative of all universities, the Informatica Kamer,
reviews education and research in ICT. The Informatiekunde Platform unites the university courses
in ICT and gives an overview over the programmes.
EXIN
EXIN is an examination institute providing certification and accreditation in information
management. The institute is based in Utrecht and was founded in 1984 as an initiative of the
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. It has been operating for 20 years worldwide and has an
outstanding position as an independent examination body. Its motivation is the increasing need to
provide ICT certification for all professionals, not only for ICT practitioners. EXIN does not offer
training itself, but cooperates with accredited training centres.
It developed the e-competence assessment, based on the e-CF. EXIN is also an important partner
for the e-CF Work Group in the Netherlands.

Summary Assessment of Dutch e-Skills Activities: 
The Netherlands have a strong set of measures for securing supply of sufficiently qualified ICT
pracctitioners, including the whole spectrum of instruments – awareness raising, stakeholder
dialogue / summits, certification, training measures and macro level monitoring of demand and
supply. Broad implementation of e-CF in the Netherlands is being pushed by the multi-stakeholder
partnership "Digivaardig & Digiveilig".
Summary Assessment of Dutch Digital Literacy Activities: 
The digital literacy policy strategy focuses on awareness raising through media campaigning, the
establishment of a network of actors and fostering research. The Digivaardig & Digiveilig
partnership has built up a national support infrastructure for digital illiterates. The programme has
more recently estabished a focus on the ICT user skills of the working population.
Summary Assessment of Dutch e-Leadership & Digital Entrepreneurship Activities: 
Some first stakeholder initiatives which explicitly deal with e-leadership skills and digital
entrepreneurship have been launched in recent years. Examples include integrated business
development initiatives such as the Brainport Talent Region; and national campaigns and training
schemes targeting SMEs such as ‘Slimmer & veilig ondernemen in 1 minuut’.
Like in the precursor study4 the assessment of the information gathered resulted in two activity
indices, one for digital literacy and one for e-skills computed for each country. These were
computed based on data from 2009 and 2013. The e-leadership skills activity index was computed
only for 2013, as no data had been collected on this topic in 2009. In the following the focus will be
on the e-skills activity index; we first mapped the e-skills activity index values against the
Networked Readiness Index (NRI)5 for each of the 27 Member States.

4

5

Hüsing, T. and Korte, W.B. (2010) "Evaluation of the Implementation of the Communication of the European
Commission 'e-Skills for the 21st Century'", URL: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/ict/files/reports/eskills21_
final_report_en.pdf
The World Economic Forum's Networked Readiness Index (NRI) measures the propensity for countries to exploit the
opportunities offered by ICT. It is published annually as part of the Global Information Technology Report. The NRI is a
composite of three components: the environment for ICT offered by a given country (market, political and regulatory,
infrastructure environment), the readiness of the country’s key stakeholders (individuals, businesses, and
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This allows for putting the results of the e-skills policy and activity analysis in the different countries
in the wider context of each country’s propensity to exploit the opportunities offered by ICT using
data which can be obtained from the country values on the Networked Readiness Index (NRI).
The following figure allows a comparison of the results from this exercise for 2009 and 2013. In the
graphical illustrations four quadrants are shown which are built by using the European averages on
the NRI and those on the e-skills policy activity index for the respective years in order to group the
countries into four main clusters.
European country landscape on ‘e-skills policy activity’ versus ‘ICT innovation capability’ 2009
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governments) to use ICT, and finally the usage of ICT amongst these stakeholders. For further information on the NRI
see www.weforum.org/issues/global-information-technology.
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European country landscape on ‘e-skills policy activity’ versus ‘ICT innovation capability’ 2013
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Overall and for e-skills related policies and initiatives a strong increase of activity levels over the
five-year time span can be identified. The unweighted average e-skills policy index score increased
from 2.4 to 2.9 between 2009 and 2013. This is encouraging news.
Our analysis revealed that in 2009 three of the four quadrants are well populated by different
countries with only 7 countries belonging to the group of top performers both, in terms of e-skills
policy index as well as NRI, and 11 Member States constituting those best described as low activity
countries (bottom left quadrant).
Five years later the situation has changed significantly; we are now faced with a situation which can
be described as a dichotomy in Europe on these indicators: top performing countries as opposed to
countries with low activity levels and NRI performance, with only three countries (Poland,
Luxembourg and Finland) in transition phases between these clusters.
The group of top performers has grown from 7 to 11 with Sweden, Denmark, Austria and Estonia
entering this cluster to which the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium, Ireland, Malta,
Germany and France already belonged in 2009. However, the group of low activity countries is still
substantial in terms of numbers of countries with 13 EU Member States – almost 50% showing a
below average performance on the NRI and on the e-skill skills policy activity index.
EU Member States fall into two very distinct groups: 41% of the Member States are top performers,
almost 50% are low activity countries, and 11% located between these two clusters.
While the former have been successful on the e-skills front and capable of exploiting ICT to become
innovative and more competitive the latter group of low activity countries still has a rather long
way to go to achieve both.
A look at the Member States’ positions in the NRI ranking (Networked Readiness Index) reveals that
again, those countries with high NRI positions also show high e-skills policy activity levels. The
countries moving up in terms of migrating into the ‘top performers’ cluster include Sweden,
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Denmark, Austria and Estonia, as well as the Netherlands and France which managed to further
increase their e-skills policy activity level.
Countries at the risk of losing ground include Hungary, Latvia and Romania which dropped down
into the first cluster of countries, i.e. those lagging behind.
European country clusters on ‘e-skills policy activity’ versus ‘ICT innovation capability’ 2013
I : low NRI + Low level of e-skills policy activity
Romania, Greece, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Slovenia,
Portugal, Spain, Cyprus, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Italy,
Hungary, Latvia

III : Low NRI + high level of e-skills policy
activity
Poland

II : High NRI + low level of e-skills policy activity
Luxembourg, Finland

IV : High NRI + high level of e-skills policy activity
United Kingdom, Ireland, Sweden, Netherlands,
Denmark, Germany, Belgium, France, Malta, Austria,
Estonia
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Selected multi-stakeholder partnerships
The following is a list of multi-stakeholder partnerships of major relevance to the e-skills issue:


Expertisecentrum Mediawijzer.net: The Centre for Expertise & Network Organisation was set
up with the mission to provide all Dutch citizens with a framework in which to become media
literate in order that they can increasingly participate fully in society. Being ‘media literate’
means possessing the knowledge, skills and attitude to participate mindfully and actively in a
multi-media world. The centre is a multi-stakeholder partnership between ECP, the major
Dutch public-private information society platform; Kennisnet, an expertise centre for ICT in
education; the Dutch Institute for Sound and Vision (NIBG); NTR, a major Public Broadcasting
company; and the Institute for the Public Libraries Sector, SIOB. By the time of writing over 850
organisations have registered as network partners including many libraries, schools, large
media companies, museums, research institutes, publishing companies, training institutes and
ICT companies. Through Mediawijzer.net these organisations provide activities, exchange
expertise and jointly develop new initiatives. Main achievements so far have included a)
Agreement on a skills framework based on tem media literacy competences; the
Mediawijzer.net pavilion at NIBG in Hilversum, at which 200,000 visitors get acquainted each
year with media literacy issues; various research projects, especially on youth in the age of 1014 years old; funding of a large number of innovative projects under the ‘Mediawijzer.net
stimuleringsregeling’ umbrella, primarily targeting educational institutions and parental
organisations, with the intention of reaching young people; several awareness and publicity
campaigns (e.g. Week of media Literacy, Media Masters, Media Ukkies); around 120 libraries
have been won as ‘Houses of Media Literacy’.



Digitally Skilled & Digitally Safe: The aim of the initiative "Digivaardig & Digiveilig" (2009-2015)
is enhancing the digital skills of digital illiterates and of the Dutch labour force (future workers,
working people, and those looking for work in the ages of 15 – 64 years old) in public-private
collaboration, so as to boost the innovative capacity of and the labour productivity for the
Dutch economy. The programme is split in two lines: 1) Digitally Skilled focuses on setting up
partnerships to engage in activities that contribute to increasing the digital skills of digital
illiterates and of the Dutch labour force; 2) Digitally Safe focuses on increasing the digital
safety and digital awareness of end users. The programme is coordinated by ECP, a national
information society platform bringing together government, industry and civil society
organisations. The budget of 2012 was € 2.8 million, financed by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, the European Commission (Safer Internet Programme) and several private companies
including CA-ICT, IBM, KPN, NVB, SIDN, UPC en Ziggo. Other stakeholders include the Ministry
of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment,
Agentschap Telecom, ABN AMRO, Capgemini, MBO-Raad, Microsoft, OPTA, Stichting Lezen &
Schrijven, TNO, UWV, VolkerWessels Telecom, VNO-NCW. Since January 2012 ‘Digitally Skilled
& Digitally Safe’ is focusing more on the digital skills of the working population and therefore
new stakeholders have joined the partnership. This is partly a response to the publication of
the Taskforce e-Skills Nederland 2011 report on the lack of e-Business and ICT practitioner
skills in the country. A workgroup e-CF NL was set up in cooperation with the NEN (Dutch
Standardization Body) to adapt the European e-Competence Framework to the Dutch
situation, see below.



e-CF Work Group NL [selected as Good Practice] was set up to adapt the European eCompetence Framework to the Dutch situation. The framework is regarded as an appropriate
tool to prevent mismatches in ICT education and labour market. The group is an initiative of
Digivaardig & Digiveilig and involves around 21 stakeholders from education, industry and
public administration, including e.g. Utrecht University of Applied Sciences, IBM Netherlands,
Pink Elephant and the Dutch Ministries of Interior and Economic Affairs. The Dutch
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Standardisation Body NEN set up the Dutch Norm Committee for ICT Skills to translate the e-CF
into Dutch. In November 2013 21 main stakeholders signed a covenant to fully adopt the
framework in the following three years.


Brainport Talent Region - Let’s Connect: This initiative (2011-14) promotes use of e-portfolios
in order to stimulate the employability of worker in the Brainport region, the self-declared
"top technology region" in Southeast Netherlands. Let’s Connect is a multi-stakeholder
partnership between industry partners, public education & research institutions and
government at regional level. It has four objectives: To stimulate use of e-portfolios; to set up
pilots with employers and suppliers of e-portfolios; to set up pilots for the interchange of eportfolio data between partners; to develop a proof of concept of a regional employability
dashboard. This employability portfolio system facilitates matching between demand and
supply as well as ‘life long learning’ of technical professionals, such as experts in High Tech
Systems & Materials. In the past two years the project Let’s Connect aimed at increasing the
mobility of the workforce in the Brainport region. This resulted in several standardized
competences and job profiles. In 2013 a number of organisations experiment with the eportfolios for internal purposes. Within the next stage Let’s connect wants to facilitate the
exchange of data between companies and between companies and education. Other examples
of achievements by Brainport Development in relation to Human Capital include "Technology
Pact Brainport", a plan supported by the region's partners which has been offered to the
national government aiming at (1) increase of inflow of students in (Beta) Technology
Education, (2) increase of quality of current Education (all levels) with a better adjustment to
the Dutch Top Sectors, (3) Preserve and maintain current technological workforce and (4)
strategic cooperation, e.g. between national and regional government. A new initiative in the
Brainport region called "Brainport Talent Centre" builds on the concepts that are explored in
Let's Connect. With ASML as lead-partner, combined with several other high tech companies
and knowledge institutions in the region and supported by the regional government, the scope
and continuity of this new initiative are substantial. The Brainport Talent Centre focusses on
worldwide attraction of talents to the Brainport region in de the domains high tech, ICT and
financials. This is a.o. done by starting social communities that are (engineering) themes driven
and by facilitating easy exchange of job and talent profiles for specialist jobs (as long as the
talent agrees with the exchange of his profile information) by means of a common standard.



TaskForce e-Skills Nederland: In late 2009 the Dutch Taskforce E-skills was set up at the
initiative of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation in collaboration with
ECP, the national information society platform bringing together government, industry and
civil society organisations. The Taskforce's mission was firstly to determine whether there is a
shortage on e-skills on the different levels, secondly to scan existing initiatives for addressing
shortages or mismatches. At the end of 2011 it published findings according to which there is a
current shortage of 27,000 to 43,000 well trained ICT professionals (e-Business and ICT
practitioner skills). Therefore in their report ‘Aanbevelingen om te voorkomen dat tekort aan
e-skills de kenniseconomie smoort’ they drafted a number of recommendation for the Dutch
Government and companies to mitigate this situation. The Taskforce completed its mission in
2012.
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Success of e-skills policies and activities in meeting the
objectives of the EU e-skills agenda and other relevant
European initiatives
The extent to which policies, initiatives and multi-stakeholder partnerships have been successful in
helping meet the objectives of the EU e-Skills agenda and other relevant European e-Skills
initiatives as seen by national experts is further described below along key actions and action lines
of the EU e-Skills strategy and other relevant EU initiatives.

“Human resources investment”
ICT is one of the best performing sectors in the sluggish Dutch economy, and within ICT software is
the clear driver.
There are substantial differences between regional labour markets for ICT professionals. The
demand for specific ICT skills is strongly tied to a particular local industry setting. Therefore it seems
to be less evident to develop policy on an aggregate, European level. Also the estimates from the
EC about the (presumed) shortages of ICT professionals should not be taken too serious.
In general, there is a need for rather technical people (software architects and specialized
programmers). Generic programming is increasingly being offshored (but the specifications still
need to be locally drafted, by software architects). But specialized, tailor-made programming is
often very locally bound.
There is currently less demand for services in ICT, with a downwards trend predicted for 2013 6
leading to an oversupply of business consultants. There is also a large group of ICT professionals
who have not been able to make the transition from mainframe/PC to internet technology.

“Attractiveness of ICT jobs”
Several recent campaigns in the Netherlands (e.g. Technology Pact, Platform Beta Techniek,
ictmindsets etc.) try to convince the new generation of students to specialise themselves in
technology related studies. Whether these interventions are successful in attracting (young) people
to choose for an ICT-related profession is still too early to judge. It is striking that a lot of ICT
students nowadays come from Greece and Spain since the popularity among the Dutch youth is
rather low. However, the latest enrolment figures for ICT studies at universities of applied sciences
(HBOs) finally show a modest 4% growth. Most of graduates from HBOs easily find a job, but there
are huge differences between the various types of studies. For regular university graduates, the
pattern is strikingly different. Hence one needs to look into detail. Aggregate figures do not reveal
these marked differences.
The recently (May 2013) launched Technology Pact is an answer of the National Government to the
problem of 70,000 technicians who will be retiring before 2020. Apart from activities which aim for
the increase of attractiveness of technology related education, the Technology Pact also strives for
(1) a better matching of those who finished their study and might switch to a non-technical job and
(2) preserve current technicians by offering them opportunities to update their knowledge and
replacement when they are dismissed.
Wages within the ICT sector are a sensitive topic. ICT companies claim they have difficulties to find
experienced staff members, although there are almost 13,000 ICT workers unemployed. Rumours
say that the companies are not willing to pay wages that are felt appropriate by older, experienced
6
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and educated job applicants. The move of Cap Gemini to demand 150 employees to sacrifice a
share of their wages is seen as an example. Also, wages of job starters appear to be modest.
Although specific studies to this fact are not yet conducted, Loonwijzer found only 34% of ICT
employees being satisfied with their income. A study conducted by ICT Association NederlandICT in
August 2011 among ICT companies indicates that companies are most favourable to recruit
Bachelor graduates Informatics from universities of applied sciences (two out of three companies).
Other popular studies to recruit from are Technical Informatics as well as Business Informatics, both
also at applied sciences level. One out of three companies recruit academic Informatics graduates.

“Employability and e-inclusion”
Even though there is no specific ICT cluster within Technology Top Region Brainport, a lot of
crossovers can be found. A good example is the cluster High Tech Systems & Materials (HTSM)
where software architects and programmers are being hired to develop embedded systems.
Approximately 25% - 33% of the activities within HTSM are ICT-related. Brainport Development is
participating in a recent EU call launched after the announcement of the Great coalition for ‘Digital
Jobs’ by the European Commissioner Neelie Smit Kroes in March 2013.
There is in general doubt whether new (formerly non-ICT professionals) entrants to the labour
market for ICT professionals will be able to fill the existing gap. There is a structural mismatch
between supply and demand, and the demand is for specific skills and expertises that these new
entrants also do not have. Hence it will not be easy for them to find a job, in a market that already
has 13,000 unemployed professionals.
Some firms have joint forces with a private business school (Nyenrode) to fill this gap for specific
skills (namely ICT managers). According to the CIO’s of these firms, the current ICT studies in the
Netherlands are too much focused on delivering programmers instead of professionals who can
bridge the gap between business and ICT. The initiative is a small two year intercompany
traineeships which involves 20 students. Spokespeople for the Dutch ICT higher education institutes
(HBO-I, universities) have agitated very strongly against the assumption from the two CIO’s (who
are both also at the Board of Nyenrode.) that there is a mismatch between higher education
curricula and demand from the labour market. Nevertheless, although there is already regular
consultation from the educational institutions with ICT firms (there is an intensive review process of
the curricula by HRM-staff from ICT firms), there is still room for improvement.
CA-ICT is an established education and development funds for ICT and has been highly successful
over the last 15 years. It has attracted more than €180M from the European Social Funds. However
due to its mission (and the origin of the funding) CA-ICT has a particular focus on employment
opportunities projects and on the training and upgrading of lower educated people (ISCED 3/4).

“Lifelong acquisition of e-skills”:
In the first phase of their project ‘Let’s connect’, Brainport Development was able to create job
profiles and competences which are now being implemented by several partners within the
Brainport region. Currently Brainport Development is connecting to the e-Competence Framework
(e-CF) workgroup in order to broaden the context of implementation. This implies that their
standard becomes valuable outside the boundaries of a single organization, whereby an e-Portfolio
can be exchanged between education institutes, different employers, etc. in order to facilitate the
mobility of employees as well as transparency in supply and demand.

“Closing the e-Skills gap”:
In November 2013, the Director of ICT at the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and
Innovation presented a study on the Dutch ICT job market. According to their research, there will
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be a shortage of 27,000 to 40,000 ICT professionals by 20157. The Dutch ICT Market Monitor by
Keala moderately predicts a gap of 10,000 ICT practitioners for the same period8.
The importance of e-Skills has recently re-emerged to the political agendas again. KNAW for
instance has recently published a policy paper in which it pleas in very bold statements for the
complete overhaul of the existing ICT-related subjects at secondary schools.9 Until now, secondary
ICT education has failed to build the basis of solid digital literacy.
Because of the current low quality of ICT-related subjects on secondary education, the influx of ICT
students in tertiary education is lagging behind. This leads to an insufficient supply of ICT
practitioners. The programme ‘Digitally Skilled & Digitally Safe’ will finance a second research
project in which 60 managers will be interviewed. These managers represent the Dutch six top
sectors. This project is the successor of CTRL-ALT-DELETE and is conducted by the University of
Twente. Their first research project demonstrated that there is productivity loss of 7.6 % due to a
lack of e-skills and malfunction of ICT systems. Within this second round the researchers will
investigate the phenomenon called ‘e-Skills gap’.
There is much debate on the question of whether the country’s education system (incl. vocational
education & training) is capable to provide the e-skills demanded by employers. In late 2012,
attention was paid to CIO’s of big companies, such as AkzoNobel and Stork, claiming that they could
not find the ICT managers with the right capabilities. .
Besides content, there is debate on the quantity of graduates that the education system delivers.
Association Nederland ICT has warned that there is too little influx of students toward ICT
education to handle future ICT job vacancies when the economy will recover. The unemployed in
the ICT sector, almost 13,000 persons, should be further trained to get back on track, thereby
reducing the deficit of ICT professionals. In addition, a lot of companies recruit foreign employees
and/or hire (online) freelancers to get jobs done. However, both in cases of little economic growth
as well as strong economic growth, a shortage of thousands of ICT specialists is expected in the next
five years.
ABN Amro bank signalizes in the end of 2012 that there is a growth at the bottom of the market
and a decline in the top due to trends as cloud computing, which is a more flexible way of working
that makes the scale of the ICT provider a less important matter. Therefore, and because of an
adjustment in the Dutch Procurement Act, it has become easier for SMEs to compete with the large
ICT companies.
According to a big survey among ICT professionals, the growth and decline of the ICT sector seams
to depend on the region and on the type of company concerned. Big companies, with 500
employees or more, tend to cancel new projects and postpone investments, which causes pressure
for the remaining employees who have to perform the job with less people. Neither time nor
resources are available for new project in which knowledge is being updated. At the same time,
middle sized companies (200-500 employees) do recruit new people. When employees of bigger
companies leave toward SME companies where they find more challenging working circumstances,
the bigger companies get even further behind.

7

8

9

ITP SELECT (2013): „Shortage of ICT professionals in the Netherlands to grow to 40,000 by 2015”, 11/1/2013.
http://www.itpselect.com/latest-news.cfm?news=13..
KEALA/ NEDERLAND ICT (2013): ICT MARKET MONITOR 2013, http://www.ictmarktmonitor.nl/ict-marktmonitor2013/english-summary/.
KNAW|Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (2012). Digitale geletterheid in het voortgezet onderwijs (digital literacy in
secundary education), Amsterdam: KNAW.
https://www.knaw.nl/shared/resources/actueel/publicaties/pdf/20121027.pdf
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Annex: data sources
Source
eSkills21 study: ‘e-skills’ index
2010
eSkills21 study: ‘Digital literacy’
index 2010
EuRA e-skills index
ICT practitioners in % of total
employment 2012
Digital literacy skills of the
population 2009/11:
• Individuals with high level of
computer skills
• Individuals with high level of
Internet skills
• Individuals using the Internet
(last three months)
Global Competitiveness Index
(GCI) 2010/12
Networked Readiness Index (NRI)
2010/12

eSkills21 study carried out by empirica. Report available at http://goo.gl/WKV7r

EU-RA 2009: Financial and fiscal incentives for e-Skills: State of play in Europe. Synthesis
report. http://www.e-skills-funding.com/images/stories/PDF/synthesisreport.pdf
LFS data made available by Eurostat

Eurostat, database ”isoc_ski”

The Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012:
http://www.weforum.org/reports/global-competitiveness-report-2011-2012

• Individual readiness
• Business readiness
• Government readiness
• Individual usage

The Global Information Technology Report 2011-2012: www.weforum.org/issues/globalinformation-technology

• Business usage
• Government usage
PISA scores (2009) in:
• Mathematics
• Science

OECD, http://www.oecd.org/pisa/

• Reading

Indicator

Source

Further remarks

The definition can be looked up in the final report,
Eurostat Labour Force Survey. Gareis et al. 2014: E-SKILLS: MONITORING AND
ICT practitioner workforce 2012
Some
imputations
and BENCHMARKING POLICIES AND PARTNERSHIPS IN
assumptions not in the original EUROPE.
ICT practitioner workforce 2012 as data but done by empirica apply
LFS based, number of ICT practitioners / number of
percent of total workforce
workers in all occupations
This is calculated using the percentage of vacancies
per existing job and is based on a survey carried out
in 2012. As some countries were not covered,
several assumptions apply

Assumed excess demand 2012
Forecast excess demand 2015
Forecast excess demand 2020
Forecast ICT practitioner jobs 2015

Forecast ICT practitioner jobs 2020

Empirica, IDC

Forecasts are scenario based and the methodology
can be found in the final report (see above).
Forecast of demand in the six largest countries (DE,
UK, FR, IT, ES, PL) is based on country specific
economic scenarios, for the 21 smaller countries
only an aggregate scenario was developed and
figures allocated according to ICT employment
shares.

Workers 2012 - Management, Based on Eurostat Labour Force LFS based, definitions can be looked up in the final
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business architecture and analysis Survey, some definitions and report.
level
calculation by empirica. Some
imputations and assumptions not
... as percent of total workforce
in the original data but done by
Workers 2012 - ICT practitioners,
empirica apply.
professional level
... as percent of total workforce
Workers 2012 - ICT practitioners,
technician and associate level
... as percent of total workforce
Growth core ICT workforce 20012010
Based on Eurostat Labour Force
Growth core ICT workforce 2008- Survey, some definitions and
2010
calculation by empirica. Some
Growth core ICT workforce 2011- imputations and assumptions not
in the original data but done by
2012
Growth broad ICT workforce 2011- empirica apply.
2012
ISCED 5A/B first degree graduates
Eurostat, database “educgrad_5”
in Computer Science, 2011

ISCO-88 groups 213 and 312. Due to the break in
series in 2010/11 only partly comparable to later
data.
ISCO-08 groups 25 “ICT professionals”, 35
“Information and communications technicians“.
Equals the “ICT practitioner workforce”
This figure represents a count of first degrees in
ISCED 5A and first qualifications in 5B. See
discussion of this indicator in the final report.

Graduates as above. The denominator is used to
make data comparable but there is no age
... graduates per 1000 population
aged 20-24
Eurostat, databases “educ_grad5” restriction in the number of graduates.
Some imputations and assumptions may apply.
and „demo_pjangroup”
... graduates 2011 as percent of
2006 (= peak EU)

Vocational training graduates in
Eurostat, database “educ_grad5”
Computer Science, 2011

Number of Computing graduates in Upper
secondary education (level 3) - pre-vocational and
vocational programme orientation and Postsecondary non-tertiary education (level 4) - prevocational and vocational programme orientation.
Some imputations and assumptions may apply.
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